Healthy World—
Healthy You!
Protecting the environment benefits all of us,
both wildlife and humans.

Cool science is

always
happening

at Queens Zoo!

Keep our planet clean
Reduce your use of plastics, whether big or

Wildlife Conservation Society scientists

small. When not recycled properly, plastics

work here in NYC and all around the

can end up in oceans or rivers, and be
ingested accidentally by sea lions, sharks,

world. You can be a scientist, too!

and other marine animals.

Learn about animals that live in the
Queens Zoo and their counterparts

Get going in nature

in the wild.

In case you haven’t noticed, Queens

Find your

favorite
animal!
Embark on the Queens
Zoo Quests and share your
adventure on social media!

Zoo is entirely outdoors! Our animals
are native to the Americas and thrive
outside all year round. You can also
stay healthy by spending time at a local
park, beach, or even your backyard.

Post your photos with:

QueensZoo.com/Quests

@TheQueensZoo

# WCS

Begin at the Q,
and end at the Flag!
Collect a stamp at each activity station.
After you complete the Quests, receive
a prize courtesy of NewYork-Presbyterian.

Queens Zoo Quests Map

Sea Lion Station
Learn about sea lions, plus some other
amazing animals that live in our local
waterways. Discover how you can
keep the New York Seascape clean
for people and wildlife.

Encounter animals of the Americas as you explore these locations.

STAMP

Outdoor Exploration
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Get your hands a little dirty as
you play, explore, and experience
nature right here in NYC!
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Farm Fun
Participate in a farm
game and learn
about our fuzzy
domestic friends.

Bird Station
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Grab a pair of binoculars to identify
the amazing birds at Queens Zoo.
Discover how scientists are protecting
birds and how you can help, too.
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Local Wildlife!
You can see many wild animals like squirrels,
chipmunks, and hundreds of different birds right
here in NYC. Keep your eyes open as you walk
around Queens Zoo and see what you can find!

Conservation Station
At this final station, check out how the
Wildlife Conservation Society works hard
to protect species near and far! Show
your stamps and collect your prize.

